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PART 11 CHRONOLOGY THE REGISTRY ADELAIDE 

Date 

Nov 2012 or 
earlier 

Late 20 12 I 
Early 2013 

Jan 2013 

3 1 Jan 2013 

1 Feb 2013 

2 Feb 2013 

3 Feb 2013 

North East Lawyers 
Solic itors for the appellant 
592 North East Road 
HOLDEN HILL SA 5000 

Event Reference 

Pascoe says appellant produces three black pistols in cases to CCA [76] 
her father at Cadell Court, one of which is agreed not to have 
been the weapon used in the shooting 

Relationship between Castle and McDonald ends, and CCA (4]-[5] 
subsequently, Castle commences relationship with appellant 

According to M, the appellant brought a gun to the house and CCA [81] 
it was handled by the appellant, Gange and her 

Sapphire Crescent house broken into CCA [8] 

19:00 (to 19:30) Messages from appellant's phone to CCA [11] 

McDonald's phone abusing McDona1d for breaking 
into his home, and demanding return of property. 

00:23 Abusive message from Gange' s phone to CCA [1 1] 

McDonald' s phone: " I' m coming to get my stuff 
back cunt n u can tell George that whatever u get he 
will be getting the same so that will make 2 dogs felt 
with" 

M gives evidence of discussion during the evening involving Tr 1322-1 327 
Castle, appellant and Gange in which discussion of a meeting 
with McDonald on pretext of reconciliation and appellant 
refers to McDonald as a "fucking dog". M says she and 
Gange then return to Gosfield Crescent 

18:31 McDonald contacts Castle by phone and they CCA [11 ] 

exchange texts over the following 12 hours. 

20:07 McDonald suggests in a text to Castle that they meet 
CCA (11 ] 

at a Bunnings car wash. 

21:25 Phone communications between the appellant's 
CCA [11] 

phone and Gange's phone including the appellant's 
request that Gange bring him nurofen and some alien 
keys. 

01:19 Gange' s phone relays through the Hamstead Gardens 
CCA (11] 

and Klemzig towers. 

01:50 CCTV shows McDonald arrives at car wash but 
CCA (11] 
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Castle does not, and McDonald drives away. 

0!:52 Castle sends a message to McDonald: "Running 
CCA [ll] 

xox". 

02:05 McDonald sends first of a number of messages to 
CCA [ll] 

Castle askinu why she was not at the car wash. 

02:31 Message from Bucca's phone to Gange's phone "Ur 
CCA [11] 

choice how Iona u b bro?" 

02:42 Communications from Gange' s phone are relayed 
CCA [11] 

through the Klemzig tower. Message from Bucca's 
phone to Ganae's phone "Sweet cu soon bro". 

03:50 CCTV shows the appellant and Gange arrive at 
CCA [11] 

Cadell Court. (Bristow testified that the appellant 
and Gange came lookinu for McDonald.) 

04:50 CCTV shows the appellant and Gange leave Cadell 
CCA(ll] 

Court. 

05:01 Castle sends a text to Mr Bristow asking "Did Jas 
CCA [11] 

leave any keys at yours". 

05:05 Call from Gange's phone through the Hope Valley 
CCA [11] 

tower to Grace at Gosfield Crescent. 

05:14 Call from Gange's phone through the Hope Valley 
CCA (11] 

tower to Grace's phone. Subsequent phone calls 
from Gauge's phone including at 5:49am are relayed 
to or from that phone through the Klemzig, 
Hampstead Gardens or Greenacres towers. 

05:30 Castle has telephone conversation with McDonald. 
CCA [11] 

05:38 CCTV shows McDonald arrive at Cadell Court. 
CCA [11] 

05:09 (to 05:49) Castle's phone and the appellant's phone 
CCA(ll] 

are used at similar times and are relayed through the 
same towers. 

05:49 Telephone call from the appellant's phone to 
CCA [11] 

Ganue's phone. 

05:59 Castle sends a message to McDonald: "Just got out 
CCA (11] 

been locked up half the night can I come meet you 
now", and a series of texts is exchanoed. 

06:01 Messaae from Castle to Ganae's phone. 
CCA (!!] 

06:07 Castle has telephone conversation with McDonald in 
CCA [I 1] 

which, according to her testimony, they agree to 
meet at the Big Bucket car wash. (Castle testified 
that at this time she left Sapphire Crescent with 
Ganue.) 

06:13 The appellant's phone registers with Para Vista 
CCA (!!] 

South tower and shortly thereafter with the Modbury 
tower. 

06:20 McDonald leaves Cadell Court. CCTV shows 
CCA [11] 

Castle's car at the Big Bucket car wash. She is seen 
to aliaht from the car and move to the boot area. 

06:25 Gange's phone is used to call the appellant's phone 
CCA[Il] 

for two 5 second conversations and Castle's phone 
(but no connection is made). Two short calls are 
made from the appellant's phone to Gange's phone 
relayed throuuh the Para Hills West tower. 
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06:30 CCTV shows McDonald's car arrive. At 06:32 he 
sends Castle a text: "I'm next to you", to which she 
replies: "I'm not getting out of the car, it's cold". 

06:33 Gange's phone calls McDonald but he does not 
answer the call. 

06:34 Gange's phone calls Castle's phone and a 64 second 
telephone call ensues. Gange's call is relayed 
throuuh the Klemziu tower. 

06:36 McDonald gets into the car after appearing to 
carefully look through the windows. After 30 
seconds the car drives then stops and three shots are 
fired. 

06:40 Call from Castle's phone to a friend of McDonald. 

06:44 Castle's phone sends a text to McDonald's phone 
saying: "Had to leave the kids got up, I will call you 
later on n, we can meet up to talk". (Castle testified 
that Gange must have sent the message on her 
phone.) 

08:00 M testifies she and Gange went to the Cadell Court 
home to see Bristow where they are seen by Finn. 

08:47 Gange makes a phone call which is relayed through 
the Hope Valley Reservoir Tower. 

15:30 Appellant says to Detective Georg he spent 95% of 
the last 24 hours with Castle 

Some days after the shooting, Pascoe overhears conversation 
between appellant and her father, and appellant later makes 
exculpatory statements to Bristow 

Pascoe shown folders of guns for identification purposes 

~ 
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CCA [12] 

Tr 1597-1598, 
1618 

CCA [78] 
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